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第四章 IIA 职业规范专题研究 
本章以 IIA 职业规范为专题，侧重于内部审计规范内容的研究。本章
首先以 SRIA、职业道德规范、SIAS 为三条主线、回顾了 IIA 职业规范的动
态发展过程，并进行小结；然后具体运用第二章系统“环境相关性”的原
理，从社会审计的示范作用、IIA 职业发展道路的间接影响以及管理理论与

























The Institute of Internal Auditors brought forward a new “Professional 
Practice Frameworks” in 2001. After the financial scandals of Enron and 
WorldCom, the Sarbanes-Oxley Act was signed into law in 2002. The National 
Audit Office of China edited “the Regulation about the Internal Audit Work” in 
2003. China Institute of Internal Audit issued the first internal audit Standards in 
2003. All these indicate that the criteria of internal audit are on the march. 
Undoubtedly, it’s both an accumulation and progress for the internal audit. 
These also motivate my interest in the topic of internal audit criteria. 
This paper is organized as follows: 
Introduction 
This part discusses the motivations, research methods, structure and major 
issues, as well as the contributions and deficiencies of the paper. 
Chapter One    Concepts 
This chapter is about concepts. It makes clear of the meaning and extension 
of the internal audit criteria by making definition and arranging them under 
categories, which establishes the groundwork for the further research. 
Chapter Two    System Research 
This chapter is a connecting link between the preceding and the following 
in the paper. It adopts the method of system research and exams the internal 
audit criteria by the system theory of system and element, structure and function, 
as well as dynamic pertinence. Firstly, it introduces the four element (or 
subsystem) of the internal audit criteria system, which are laws and regulations, 
professional codes, regulations for the internal audit departments in 
organizations, and conventions. Secondly, it explains how each subsystem 
functions on the base of their internal logical structures. Finally, it reveals the 
structure pertinence inside the system and the system-environment pertinence, 
which provide the brainchild for the Chapter Three and the analytic warrant for 













Chapter Three    Historical Research 
The chapter is about history and emphasizes particularly on the form of 
internal audit criteria. By introduce the background, the development of internal 
audit and the historical facts about the internal audit criteria in the period of 
Ancient-medieval, Neoteric and Modern, it grasps the three evolutional stages of 
the internal audit criteria, which is Conventions Coming into Being: the Origin 
of Internal Audit Criteria→Two Breakthroughs: the Internal Audit Criteria 
Displaying its Appearance→Three Main Forces: the Internal Audit Criteria 
Work up to Maturation, and then makes a conclusion. 
Chapter Four    Special Research 
This chapter is special about IIA professional codes and emphasizes 
particularly on the content of internal audit criteria. It firstly reviews the 
dynamic evolution of the IIA professional codes about SRIA, Professional 
Codes in Ethics and SIAS, and then summarizes. It also exerts the theory of 
system-environment pertinence to explain this evolution from three points of 
views, which is the pattern effect of the independent audit, the directional effect 
of the management theory and internal control thoughts, and the indirect impact 
of the professional development of IIA. 
There are four innovations in the essay: (1) By choosing the internal audit 
criteria to study, it extends the field of vision in internal audit domain and finds 
a good cut-in point of internal audit. (2) It establishes a system of internal audit 
criteria, and exams the structure, function, environment and dynamic of the 
system. (3) It grasped the characters in the three stages of internal criteria from 
germination, the underway to molding. (4) It tries to explain the evolution of the 
IIA professional codes by the theory of system-environment pertinence from 
several points of views. 
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